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6 While ‘super complications’ are assumed to be the most coveted of watches, the 

honour for sheer desirability must go to a genre that most collectors take for 

granted: world-timers. Despite the inherent romance and glamour suggested 

by a watch made expressly for jetsetters, the world-timer – usually unburdened 

with other complications – rarely captures the attention of enthusiasts and 

collectors. Until, that is, auction results are mentioned.

Ken Kessler

With alarming regularity, a Patek Philippe World Time model 

from the 1940s or 1950s breaks through with another heart-

stopping sale price. In 1999, an 18 ct pink gold ref. 1415, with 

cloisonné enamel dial bearing a map of Europe and Africa, sold 

for SFr. 1,345,500 through Antiquorum. In 2002, a killer year for 

world-timers, a ref. 2523 with enamel dial sold in Geneva for SFr. 

1,763,500. Another ref. 1415 in 18 ct pink gold with enamel dial 

commanded SFr. 2,753,500. Impressed? Then how about this: that 

same year, yet another ref. 1415, believed to be unique thanks to 

a platinum case, while lacking the cloisonné dial, achieved a heady 

SFr. 6,603,500, also for Antiquorum. Even the less ornate Patek 

Philippe world-timers fetch serious sums: last December, an 18 ct 

yellow gold version of the ref. 1415 from 1948, with the simplest 

of dials, commanded $68,000 at Christie’s.

So, just what is this watch fit for kings and presidents, plutocrats 

and airline owners and those merely infected with wanderlust 

and a load of frequent flier miles? Why does it merit such eye-

watering prices? In a word: rarity. But for the rest of us, one can 

own a true world-timer for a few hundred pounds - wristwatches 

able to perform the same functions.

And what is that function? Here we need to define terms, if only 

to prevent confusion with its close cousin, the GMT. A world-timer 

differs from a GMT despite offering the same essential facility: 

the ability for the wearer to know the time in two or more zones. 

A basic GMT (for Greenwich Mean Time) will be fitted with two 

independent hour hands, in order for the wearer to see the two 

times at a glance. The main hour and minute hands can be set 
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for either home time or destination time, while the user sets the second hour 

hand to the other time zone being monitored. A simpler version would have 

just one-hour hand, while a rotating bezel would show a second 12- or 24-

hour scale.

If, for example, you live in London but are visiting Los Angeles, you will set one 

hour hand at London time (GMT) and the other at eight hours behind, or GMT -8. 

Some watches, by virtue of rotating bezels and extra hands, may show three 

or more time zones, e.g. Glycine’s Airman. Some, like the Airman 7, achieve this 

with extra movements and dials; the 7 effectively contains three entire watches 

in one case.

What a GMT does not do is tell you where each time zone is. You have to know 

what the main hands are set for, whether home or destination and any third, 

fourth or subsequent zone has to be remembered as well. But what a GMT does 

offer is clarity and ease of use: it is ideal if you only need to know the time in 

two zones  and are not the victim of a faulty memory or geographic illiteracy.

One step beyond
Enter the world-time wristwatch, devised by the Genevan master watchmaker 

Louis Cottier on the eve of the Second World War. Cottier had produced his first 

world-time pocket watch in 1931-2, enhancing the function of a traveller’s 

watch by showing all 24 times zones at once, indicated by key cities or 

geographical points like islands, their names engraved on the bezel. Part of the 

charm of collecting world-timers, especially the older models, is the selection 

of locations chosen to denote each zone. As you’d expect, London features 

prominently at the GMT position, often highlighted in a separate colour, while 

GMT -5 is usually New York. Tokyo, Rome, Berlin – all present and accounted 

for. But Klondike? Marshall Islands? Peiping? Like old globes, vintage world-

timers are in part frozen in the past.

Cottier’s contribution, supported and adopted from the beginning by a number 

of firms including Agassiz, Patek Philippe and even Rolex (for a pocket 

watch), provided a rotating inner ring with a 24-hour scale. It was referenced 

against the place names, which were engraved in a fixed bezel. All the user 

had to do was to set the time correctly for either home or destination with 

the main hands, while rotating the 24-hour ring to indicate the second time 

Top: The 18 ct pink gold Patek Philippe ref. 
1415, with cloisonné enamel that sold for SFr. 

1,345,500 through Antiquorum in 1999.

Above: In 2002, this Patek Philippe ref. 1415, 
with a platinum case, achieved SFr. 6,603,500, 

when it was sold by Antiquorum.
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zone. Cottier commenced development of this in 1937, 

with his various patrons issuing watches throughout 

the 1940s. As Cottier is said to have made only 455 

movements in his lifetime, of which 179 were used 

in pocket watches, you can understand why even the 

Agassiz versions from the late 1940s command with 

ease values in excess of $25,000.

In 1950, Cottier introduced another development that 

doubled the convenience of the world-time watch. He 

added a second crown at the 9 o’clock position, which 

rotated the city ring, now placed under the glass 

instead of being engraved into the bezel. This increased 

the flexibility, while improving and simplifying the 

manufacturing of a city ring: instead of engraving 

the names onto an exposed surface that could be 

scratched, the names were protected under glass - a 

development first employed by Patek Philippe.

So far, two methods of setting the hands and cities have 

been described, but the inventiveness of watchmakers 

meant that Cottier’s classic methods were often 

enhanced or modified or challenged directly with radical 

alternatives. Avoiding mechanical solutions entirely was 

the simplest of world-time settings: one could simply 

produce a watch with a manually rotated, external bezel 

adorned with the city names. The user merely turned 

the bezel so that the second city was over the correct 

hour. Vogard went the other way: rotating the bezel 

also adjusts a second hour hand. Tissot’s Navigator, 

from 1951-2 with the place names spreading out 

distinctively in a radial pattern from the centre, featured 

a push-button at the 2 o’clock position, which rotated 

the inner dial. Still others added pushers to enable the 

main or second hour hand to jump an hour at a time in 

either direction, keeping the minute hand untouched.

In-between the models with simple, city-adorned 

bezels and no other mechanical devices, and the Patek 

Philippes with Cottier mechanisms are hundreds of 

models, for few manufacturers have been able to resist, 

at one time or another, including a world-time model 

in their catalogues. Not all show all 24 (or more) place 

names all at once, e.g. Jaeger-LeCoultre’s modern classic, 

the Master Geographic.

But let us repeat, for clarity’s sake, the meaning of 

watches bearing the letters GMT in their model names. 

As you discover the myriad world-timers on offer, you 

will see those that provide place names – the most 

important element of world-timer status – and still call 

themselves GMTs, e.g. Longines’ Automatic GMT and 

Hamilton’s Khaki GMT models, both current, desirable 

and affordable, and which show real place names. So, by 

Left: The iconic 1952 Tissot Navigator 
featured the place names spreading out 
from the centre of the dial.

Above: The advertising for the Navigator 
featured a jet plane and captain, leaving 
people in no doubt as to the function of 
the piece.

Despite their names claiming their GMT 
status, both the Longines Automatic GMT 
and Hamilton’s Khaki GMT are pure world-
timers due to the inclusion on the dials of 
real place names.
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virtue of easy setting of the second or third time zones referenced 

to real locations, they are by any definition world-timers.

Past-timers
If the aforementioned Patek Philippe and Agassiz models are 

within your grasp, in which case, mazel tov, the main sources for 

both are high-profile auctions. Although the Agassiz offerings 

sell for as little as a half of a per cent of the dearest Pateks, they 

do have a special charm. Not only do the 1940s Agassiz models 

look like the Patek Philippes, sharing as they do the same pere, 

they also have the honour of being the watch chosen by a group 

of Swiss citizens for presentation in 1946 to Winston Churchill, 

Harry Truman, Joseph Stalin and General De Gaulle as an 

expression of thanks to the Allies at the end of the Second World 

War. Prestige doesn’t come any higher. But they are rare, so you 

may have to scout for years before finding a clean example. One 

recently offered online seems a bargain at $27,500.

Acquiring a Patek Philippe world-time model is not unlike stalking 

a Bugatti. So few were made that nearly all are accounted for 

and there are no bargains to be had. Virtually bespoke, the Patek 

Philippe models (often with the reference numbers suffixed HU 

for heure universelle) warrant a book on their own, a catalogue 

raisonné that would identify all known models, if only to satisfy 

collectors’ curiosity. They range from the rectangular ref. 515 of 

1937, of which only two examples are known, to a one-off ref. 

96 Calatrava from 1939, to the exquisite ref. 542 – the smallest 

world-timer Cottier ever produced, measuring a mere 28 mm in 

diameter. And only four are known to exist.

Along the way were other one-

offs, including a world-timer with 

chronograph from 1940, variations on 

the models with cloisonné dials, while 

anorak-ish details like a change from 28 

cities on the bezels of the early ref. 1415s to 41 

international locations on the later models keep the experts 

on their toes. Patek Philippe’s ref. 2523 with the two-crown 

system was in production from around 1953-1965, and is 

the direct inspiration for their modern world-timers, including 

ref. 5110, launched in 2001, and the current offering, the ref. 

5131 launched at Basel this year. Measuring 39.5mm across, 

it addresses the modern preference in larger case sizes, but a 

glance at the dial, and the distinctive hour hand that harks back 

to the very first Cottier designs, proudly proclaims its origins.

While the Patek Philippe and Agassiz models are the most 

famous of the vintage world-time models, another important 

watch of the era was Tissot’s Navigator. First appearing in 

1951-2, it added automatic winding to the equation, while 

eschewing the engraved bezel for the cities by featuring the 

aforementioned radiating place names. The 1-12 hour markers 

appeared on the bezel, with the 24-hour ring rotating under the 

glass. Tissot re-issued this in limited numbers in the 1990s and 

the early part of this century; expect to pay £600-£1,000 for 

an as-new example, while an original from the 1950s can go as 

high as £2,500 depending on condition.

While the Tissot is also a famous model, most others, from some 

surprising sources, sneaked in under the radar. Breitling collectors 

covet the Unitime, made from 1951 onward, offered in a number 

of versions, including – confusingly – a chronograph with a 24-

hour scale but no city names. Gallet’s luscious Flying Officer, on 

the other hand, is regarded by some as the first chronograph 

with a proper world-timer function with place-name indicators: 

it featured a fixed chapter ring with the cities printed in red and 

black on the white dial version, while the rotating 12-hour bezel 

was used to set the second time zone. Favoured by President 

Harry S Truman (the man had a lot of watches, it would appear), 

the Gallet Flying Officer was reissued in 2008 in a limited run of 

1,000 pieces.

From left to right: Patek 
Philippe’s 2001 ref. 5110 
drew inspiration from the 
ref. 2523 and its two-crown 
system

The most recent world-timer 
offering from Patek Philippe, the 
ref. 5131.

The 1995 re-issued Tissot Navigator 
today fetches upwards of £600.

Jaeger-LeCoultre’s highly-desirable 
Memovox World Time from the 1950s, 
incorporates an alarm.
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Other notable vintage collectibles without the Pateks’ bank-

busting values include Jaeger-LeCoultre’s highly-desirable 

Memovox World Time from 1950s, which added an alarm to 

the world-timer recipe, and Movado’s unfortunately-named 

Polygraph of the 1950s. (Google it to see what happens.) Other 

less familiar models include Edox’s handsome Geoscope from 

the 1970s and assorted models of varying sophistication from 

Zodiac, Stowa, Standard Time Corp, Seiko and many others.

The current crop
Despite the added complexity of a disc with city names and 

the corresponding facility for monitoring two or more time 

zones, Hamilton has a selection of world-timers under £1,000, 

including the Khaki GMT, the Khaki GMT Air Race, Khaki Navy 

Sub and the Khaki Navy GMT. While the name suggests only the 

ability to show two or more time zones in GMT fashion, all of 

them reference cities, the names showing in a window at the 9 

o’clock position. The same basic model appears in various guises, 

the variants including leather or rubber straps, stainless steel 

bracelets, discreet dials with white-on-black numerals or showy 

models with orange or red numerals, and even all-white models.

OK, so I collect Hamiltons and I bought one of these as soon as 

they were announced - probably the plainest model in the range 

and yet it has garnered more compliments than anything even 

near its sub-£800 price. One friend saw it, rushed into a store, 

on the spot, and bought one for himself and one for his son.

Slightly up in price, at £1,260, is Longines’ ref. L2.631.4.70.5 

Automatic GMT, which provides the owner with the original, basic 

Cottier technique for setting the zones: a 24-hour inner ring is 

rotated against an outer ring under the glass (rather than on the 

bezel) with 24 cities on show. One of the easiest to read, the 

Longines, like many of the Pateks, indicates both day and night 

on the 24-hour ring. It also shows the date at 3 o’clock, features 

a sapphire glass back and boasts a 38-hour power reserve.

Like its Jaeger-LeCoultre predecessor, Vulcain’s manually-wound 

Cricket X-treme GMT and Aviator Cricket GMT provide rousing 

alarms, while their world-timer capability is accomplished in 

the manner of the first Cottiers. Girard-Perregaux’s ww.tc adds 

the world-timer technique to a massive automatic chronograph 

and a perpetual calendar, while a model for the ladies’ features 

diamonds on the bezel and a selection of feminine colours.

Among the more radical alternatives to the basic Cottier topology 

are the Jaeger-LeCoultre self-winding offerings including the 

long-established Master World Geographic, the more recent 

A more up-to-date offering from Jaeger-LeCoultre is 
the Master Compressor Geographic diving watch.

Vulcain’s manually-wound Cricket X-treme GMT 
follows the working style of the first Cottiers.

Roger Dubuis’ Excalibur Triple Time gives the time in three zones 
via two separate 12-hour sub-dials that flank the central pillar.
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Master Compressor Geographic for divers, and the Master 

Compressor Extreme World Chronograph. Jaeger-LeCoultre’s 

assorted models offer combinations that complement the place 

names display with a second 12-hour sub-dial, providing an 

exposed chapter ring with the cities or show the place 

names through a window, along with other functions, e.g. 

the Master Compressors’ diving suitability.

Roger Dubuis’ Excalibur Triple Time leaves no doubt as 

to the time in three zones. You set the main hour and 

minute hands for home or a primary destination, while two 

separate 12-hour sub-dials flank the central pillar – three 

entire two-hand watches in one case. And the world-timer 

component? Each of the sub-dials has its own separate window 

for the cities of the world. Zenith’s Grande Class Open Multi-city 

provides the world traveller with a full world-timer with the cities 

arranged Cottier-style, as well as a chronograph powered by the 

fabulous El Primero movement. For a more classic look, Breguet’s 

self-winding Marine Hora Mundi employs the Cottier method but 

in a form instantly recognisable as a product from that august 

manufacture: silvered gold dial, blued steel Breguet hands and 

the gridlines of the globe hand-engraved in the centre. Ulysse 

Nardin, Lange & Sohne, Corum, Breitling for Bentley, JeanRichard 

– there’s no shortage of watches that show real place names 

instead of mere numbers for other zones.

Eventually, though, every world-timer enthusiast will end up at the 

house of Vogard, a new brand that only produces world-timers. Two 

details make Vogard’s multi-zone watches stand out amongst the 

competitors. The first is time-zone adjusting via the bezel, through 

Vogard’s patented Timezoner system. You simply rotate the bezel 

either backwards or forwards and it automatically coordinates the 

bezel’s rotation with both the positions of the hour hands and that 

of the AM/PM pointer at the centre of the dial.

Even more appealing, though a passive rather than active 

function, is the freedom imparted to every client: Vogard will 

inscribe the bezel with whatever locations the user requires. 

Models already exist with golf courses, stock exchanges, Grand 

Prix circuits, airports shown by IATA codes and other popular 

choices. For the seasoned traveller, the individual whom Cottier 

was addressing 70 years ago, this is as personal as it gets, the 

final touch for any definitive collection of world-timers. One can 

only imagine that Cottier himself would have approved. After all, 

it’s his grandchild.  8

Top: Zenith’s Grande Class Open 
Multi-city is a full world-timer with 
the cities arranged Cottier-style, 
as well as being a chronograph 

powered by the fabulous El 
Primero movement.

Above: True aficionados will 
always end up at Vogard – a 

company that produces nothing 
but world-timers.
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